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BERLITZ INTERMEDIATE ITALIANAdvance your Italian today!The perfect follow-up course to

Basic Italian, Berlitz Intermediate Italian helps language-learners take their language skills to the

next level and get comfortable in conversational situations. Featuring everyday language presented

in the context of high-interest topics, Intermediate Italian consists of six easy-to follow units on three

audio CDs and includes a full-color course book. Includes a free downloadable audio script and a

free Berlitz lesson discount coupon good at any participating Berlitz language center, worldwide.

What Do I Get? *Course book**Variety of language-building activities**Culture and language

tips**Pronunciation activities**Easy-to-understand grammar explanations**Review

exercises**Cumulative tests*3 Audio CDs with native speakersWhat Makes It So Effective? *Listen

to native speakers and engaging, real life conversations*Gain international language skills in

reading, writing, listening and speaking with ease and confidence*Short effective lessons so you ll

never feel overwhelmed*Compatible with your iPodÂ® or MP3 devices
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I've used Berlitz Premier Italian (Berlitz Premier), this intermediate package and Berlitz Advanced

Italian. All three were valuable learning tools. Over the past two years, I've used the CDs in all three

packages to supplement what I'm learning in Italian school (Parliamo Italiano in NYC) and with a

private tutor. All the CDs have great dialogues and I've literally spent hundreds of hours listening to

them. They offer two advantages over school: unlimited repetition and an escape from listening to



other students' mistakes and bad accents. The written material in these packages, available via

download in the 6-CD beginners' (Premier) pack and included as books in the intermediate and

advanced packages, is decent, but not a substitute for a more structured grammar book.Advertising

for language-learning materials usually promises more or less instant, effortless results. That's

unrealistic with any product. Considering the amount of time I've listened to the Berlitz CDs and

what I've learned from them, I think that they are an incredibly good value.My major criticism of

Berlitz is that they offer a bewildering array of products, many with similar-sounding titles. The

material covered is never explained. They just tell you the number of CDs in the package, which in

itself doesn't mean anything. In fact, I would say that most of the CDs run around 25-30 minutes,

less than half of their capacity.
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